NEW PROGRAMS - PRESS RELEASE - AUGUST

About Voiles de légende Trophée Gavottes:
Nautical Channel is media partner with Voiles de Légende – Trophée Gavottes, one of the most important
Classic Yachts regatta on the Atlantic coast which will take place from the 8th until the 12th of August 2012
on the bay of La Baule, France. It is open to classic yachts, Dragons, Requins, Tofinou and Soling.
This event is also the national championship for the ten meter class “Requin” which was built in the 1940s
and has a crew of three. The “Arpège” class will be competing as well and is a mythical sailing boat which
revolutionized yachting at the end of the 1960s.
Watch all the best classic boats – On nautical Channel!

Indian Ocean rowing world record attempt:
Nautical Channel is a media partner with Emmanuel Coindre in his attempt to set a rowing world record
across the Indian Ocean, single-handed, without assistance and stopovers.
Emmanuel Coindre in his career has achieved multiple world records in single-handed oceanic crossings.
Depending on weather conditions, he will start his 6500 km adventure on board “The Lady”, an unsinkable,
automatic upright, carbon/glass, 6.5 metre boat from Shark Bay in Australia.
Let’s row together across the Indian Ocean – on Nautical Channel!

IZMIR Cup:
IZMIR Cup takes the contestants of the Solitaire de Figaro which is the Championship for solo offshore
racing on a race across the Mediterranean to Izmir, Turkey.
It is the biggest professional race across the Mediterranean with 5 stopovers in 4 different countries:
France, Italy, Greece and Turkey. The Sailing race, cultural values and the environmental protection of the
sea, brings together different countries and continents making the IZMIR Cup more than just a national
championship.
For this fifth edition, between 25 and 30 skippers, including François Gabart, Fabien Delahaye, Gildas
Morvan, Nicolas Berenger, Erwan Tabarly and Nicolas Lunven, will again challenge themselves in this
offshore race in the unpredictable Mediterranean. Risk taking, strategy, self-transcendence, courage and
team spirit will be at the core of the 26 minutes program that Nautical Channel will broadcast in 35 different
countries.
Race across the Mediterranean – with Nautical Channel!

About Nautical Channel:
Nautical Channel is the only international 24/7 nautical sports and lifestyle channel in the world. The
channel caters to a local and worldwide audience and is available to about fifteen million subscribers in
over twenty nine countries in English, French, Italian (Y&S) and German.
Nautical Channel provides viewers with the best sports and lifestyle programming explained by international
experts in a clear and simple way for all levels of boating expertise. The award winning programming
reaches a well-defined audience, but also has a broad general public appeal.
Sailing and boating sports make up more than half the programming. Everything from boating sports (power
and sailing) to news, travel, adventure, yachts, surfing, on-board interviews, shipyards, equipment,
undersea wrecks, and a lot more.
www.nauticalchannel.net
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